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Overview

AV-Playback is now our newest solution for audio/visual professionals.

This Windows based media playback application offers a full list of robust features designed to give a professional playback operator will find
indispensable.

Key Benefits Differences:
Flexible User Interface
AV-Playback features a floating window design enabling the user customize the layout of their Playlist and Confidence Monitor windows. Each one
can be positioned and sized to suite the operator’s preference. Layouts can also be saved and recalled back directly from the Lunch Control window.
When doing so everything about the last saved layout loaded including the playlists themselves.
Multiple Destinations
One of the primary reasons AV-Playback stands out from the rest, is its ability to support multiple destinations simultaneously.
This is accomplished by leveraging the power of today’s PC’s and the fact that more of them are now providing more physical monitor outputs as well more powerful
video GPU’s. AV-Playback will automatically detect all available monitor outputs and provide access to them for use by its own playlist.

If the computer is unable to provide any additional monitor outputs, no problem by utilizing another copy of AV-Playback installed on another
computer, you can assign that computer as a remote node and your primary or let’s say, ‘Master’ workstation will be able to connect to it and utilize it
as if it had another local destination available to it. Connection is via a simple network cable. This is convenient when you need control playback on
remote monitors even ones situated at a great distance, such as out front in a lobby or another room. An operator at the master workstation, now has
full transport control as well as its own confidence monitor feeding back full motion video.
Synchronized Backup
It is also capable of synchronized control of another copy of AV-Playback running on a separate backup workstation. The backup will follow in lock
step with events occurring within the master workstation. This includes opening of playlists, if the playlist does not exist on the backup it will transfer
the data and automatically create a matching one. Also, any video clips that are not already on the backup node but are needed in the playlist, AVPlayback will automatic transfer will be initiated for each of the missing clips, saving you from having to move them manually.
This feature also works when connected to a remote node.
Other aspects are all transport control events, on the fly changes to a playlist, such as adding clips, changing status of a clip’s Link, Loop, Punch-In
& Out points as well as Fades and its rates. Each of these adjustments will automatically occur on the backup node, keeping things always in sync.
We even considered the one time we do not want to be in sync such beginning play. For that there is an adjustment for you to set the amount of delay
before the backup begins.
Music (Audio Only) Playlists
You can create separate playlist that just contain music, audio bumps or sound effects. These playlists do not require a video output so you can have
as many open as you like. Most of the same features found in video playlist is also present in the audio ones.
You can also add audio only clips to a video playlist. In that circumstance, a still image file can be assigned to it and be displayed on the video output
while it is active.
Independent Preview Control
Any video clip in a playlist can have its own preview control. From here the operator can review a clip, set in and out points, make any needed
geometry settings and adjust cropping panels.
When the preview clip is the same as the currently active clip any geometry or crop adjustment can be seen live. Making it easier and more accurate
since you will be able the results directly on the actual screen.
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The user can also assign a separate audio output making it possible to review clips backstage using ear buds even while another video is being
played live.
More Features:
Support for 230 different media file types. 231 when you include the newly supported “.HAP” file type.
Can handle resolutions as high as your GPU can output even when stitching outputs together.
Cross fade between clips. Can even adjust the fade duration independent of one another.
Link clips together. They don’t even have to be next to each other in the list (e.g. Link 1–3–5–6 -10–etc.).

SEE ALSO
Launch Control
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Understading Playlist Types

The playlist control is the heart and soul of the AV-Playback system. From this, you control most of functions available. You can have multiple playlist controls open
at the same time. Although the total number of Video Playlists is limited the number of available video outputs. When a video playlist loaded it assumes ownership
of a given destination and for as long as that playlist is open, no other playlists will be able to use it. The actual destination each playlist uses can be altered to suit
your needs, simply use the Display Output Selection Tool.
NOTE: Available outputs are not limited to just physical monitor outputs on the local workstation. If more destinations are needed you can assign
another workstation, containing the AV-Playback program, to act as a remote node. When connected a Master workstation will see it as if there were
another physical output on the computer. Refer to Understanding Workstation Roles to learn more.
There are two types of playlist Video Playlist Unit:
This playlist support three different media types: Video, Music/Audio Only and Still Images. Any of these media types can be added to the actual play list in
any order you like.
Since this type primarily handles visual media files a separate external monitor is necessary.
NOTE: AV-Playback cannot operate in a single screen type arrangement. In other words, the primary video output cannot be the workstations
‘Main’ desktop display. If AVP does not detect any other available output, attempting to load a video playlist will be met with this message prompt
alerting you to this fact.

Music (Audio Only) Playlist Unit:
The primary difference of this type of playlist, is the fact that it only support audio only type files. That being the fact means no external monitor output is
necessary. Otherwise the control interface is almost identical to the Video Playlist Unit, along with much same functionality. The only real difference is that
the Preview Control

is no longer necessary or even available.

NOTE: Technically there is no limit to the number of Music Playlists open at the same time. Unlike video outputs the Windows audio outputs can
mix multiple channels together.
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Understading Workstation Roles
One of AV-Playback’s key features is its ability establish a node based a network hierarchy with multiple workstations containing the AV-Playback program.
By having a combination of individual workstations configured to function as one, offers you the ability to create a large scale topology of interlinking workstations,
expanding the total number of destinations all while reliving the stress a single workstation with many available outputs might experience.
As in any hierarchy, there are multiple roles that members are given. In our case there are four keys roles a given workstation can have.

Standalone:

When this role is selected, it effectively does not belong to any hierarchy, instead it operates independently and can be connected to any other node.
NOTE: This mode is the systems default.

Master:

As the name implies the Master is who any slave nodes would be attached to. The workstation with this role would be the one requiring an operator.
The master can simultaneously be connected to a single ‘Backup’ along with multiple Remote Slave’ nodes.
NOTE: Establishing connections to remote nodes can only be facilitated only from a master workstation. Refer to the Connection Manager
to learn how.

Backup Slave:

When a backup slave is attached to a master, it will follow along, in real time, with many of the actions taking place on the master workstation.
Functions copied:
Displaying a playlist controller as well as opening a copy of the master’s playlist file. If a copy of this particular playlist file is not currently saved on
the backup, the master will transmit it directly. Once received, the backup will save it locally. This important if the master workstation become entirely
unusable due hardware failure.

Adding media clips. Like the copying of a playlist file, if the backup node does not currently have the newly added media clip, the
master will attempt to transmit that file and have it copied directly into the default file store path established on the backup slave.

Although before this happens a message prompt will appear asking if you would like to continue. Depending on the size of the file
transfer will vary. So, you have a better idea, a small window will appear containing progress bar.

This window closes automatically once the transfer is complete.

NOTE: There is a limit to the file size that can be transmitted this way. For any files larger than 2.1 gigabytes a warning prompt will
appear, suggesting that you use Windows file explorer instead.

Transport commands: Start, Pause, End, Time Out and Position Scrub.
Selection of a clip for standby, either when clicking on the list row or via the Previous and Next buttons.
NOTE: Transport and selection commands issued to the Master by way of a remote control surface or external device command will also
be forwarded on to the backup slave.
You can also set a desired delay time for the ‘Start’ command. This determines the amount of time that will elapse after the ‘Start’ button is pressed
on the master and when the command is received by the backup slave. This is common practice so if the master crashes mid clip it gives enough
time to switch over the backup’s video output without having the audience lose any video’s content. Refer to Menus to see how you can adjust this
delay.

If a case arises that after a you connect a backup slave to a master and find you need to take full control of that backup slave. To
avoid activity on the waster workstation effecting operations to the backup you can temporarily disconnect the two without doing a full
disconnect, by using a small popup accessed via the app’s lower status bar. Just to the left of where it displays the current workstation
role, you will see the word “Enabled” and a small arrow.
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Click on this arrow to show the menu and then click ‘Disable’.
Remote Node:

When configured as a ‘Remote Node’ there requires very little direct interaction, instead all functions are handled by the operator of the ‘Master’
workstation. This makes it a perfect for situation for when an auxiliary destination some distance away also needs to be operated in conjunction with
local destination screens. Since the connection between the two is with inexpensive cat5, it is also a very cost-effective method.
Another reason you may want to take advantage of this feature is if the workstations you are working with do not offer enough video monitor
outputs or if it is a weaker computer and smoothly running multiple clips simultaneously just isn’t possible, you can leverage the GPU on other
computers to get the needed outputs.

Functions handled remotely are just about everything would have if the destination was local. From the master's perspective,
a connected remote node is just another available output screen. There is however some function best performed at the remote
workstation. Since you can take advantage of its own audio output and use it independent of channels coming out of the Master,
the choice of which available audio device used and its gain levels must be set at the remote. Refer to Menus to see how you set those
properties.

NOTE: As with the ‘Backup Slave’, the Remote employs the same automatic file transfer functions when adding media clips the remotes
playlist.
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Launch Control

Once AV-Playback begins, the first thing you will encounter is a convenient ‘Launch Control’ window.

Show Tool Tips

When enabled each individual control will produce a helpful popup describing its purpose. Due to it sometimes interfering with mouse clicks, it is
recommended that this feature be disabled once you feel comfortable with all aspects the program.

Default File Store Path

Establishing a default file store path is mandatory, hence why the very first time AV-Playback is started from a new install, a folder browser appears. A
default folder should be selected before trying to open or create a playlist. Once one has been established you are still free to deposit and retrieve files
from any other location. However anytime a file browser is opened it will always use the default folder as its starting point. The default folder is especially
necessary when setting up a backup or remote node infrastructure. Each will employ automated functions such a media file transfer as well as depositing
playlists where the app can find them.
Default Audio Device

Clicking will reveal a list of installed audio playback devices found on the local computer. Select the one AVP will choose anytime a new playlist is created.
NOTE: Windows does allow a user to set the system default audio device, AVP will use the system default if it isn’t overridden with this property.
Platlist Type

This selects the type of playlist that will be create with the ‘Start New Playlist’ function. To learn more about playlist types, refer to Understanding Playlist
Types.
Start New Playlist
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Clicking this will first display a file browser requiring you to give the new playlist a name and location. Once you create and save the new playlist, a playlist
control window will be opened.
NOTE: Once this is selected the Launch Control will automatically close.
Recall Saved Layout

Clicking this will recall the last saved layout by automatically open the saved number of playlists controls as well as load their respective files and position
each window back to the state at which it was saved. Nothing will happen if a layout has never been previously saved.
NOTE: Once this is selected the Launch Control will automatically close.
Clear Recent

Clicking this will remove all entries in the 'Recent List' and erase all history of them.
Recent File List

This list displays all the most recently used playlist files in a reverse order with the newest at the top and working down from there. Double click on an entry
to reopen and and automaticly load a playlist control window.
Connection Manager

When the local workstation role is set to ‘Master’ you can go ahead and establish the connection to either a ‘Backup’ or ‘Remote’ node.
This list will automatically populate once another slave workstation is detected. For a slave unit to be detected it must have its role set to either Backup or
Slave and already be running on its respective workstation. To connect make sure the ‘Attached’ is checked on the selected node and then simply click the
‘Apply Attached State’ button. When connected the row’s background color will turn green.
In the case of connecting with a Backup node, be sure to perform these steps before creating or opening any playlists. The reason for this is so the backup
will begin in sync with its master.
NOTE: This portion of the Launch Control is visible only when the local workstation role is set to 'Master'
Workstation Role

From here you can establish just what role the local workstation takes on. To learn more about these roles, refer to Understanding Workstation Roles.
NOTE: If Backup or Remote is selected the launch control will close and the app will begin standing by for a Master Node to connect to it.
Browse Playlists

As the name implies, this opens a file browser where you can find a particular playlist file to open. Once selected a playlist control window will be loaded.
NOTE: Once this is selected the Launch Control will automatically close.
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SEE ALSO
Playlist Control
Understanding Playlist Types
Understanding Workstation Roles
Connection Manager
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Menus

Tools Menu
Save Current Layout:
Select this to save the current layout of all control windows. This also records which playlist file belongs to each open playlist, along with the screen destination and
position/size of each window. (Playlist and Confidence Monitor.)
Recall Saved Layout:
Clicking this will recall the last saved layout by automatically open the saved number of playlists controls as well as load their respective files and position each
window back to the state at which it was saved. Nothing will happen if a layout has never been previously saved.
Minimize Background:
This performs the same function as the form’s minimize button. When selected the main background window will effectively roll up only leaving the top menu bar
and the bottom status bar. Allowing easier access to other open programs that may have been covered over by AV-Playback.
Video Playlist Unit:
Displays an empty video playlist control. Once open you can then either open or create a new video playlist file.
Music Playlist Unit:
Displays an empty audio only playlist control. Once open you can then either open or create a new music playlist file.
File Conversion Utility:
Opens the Conversion Utility control.
Debug Log:
Opens the debug log window. This only necessary while working with our technical support staff
Exit:
Shuts down the entire program.

Settings Menu
Force Computer To Stay Awake:
When enable AVP will periodically alert Windows to the fact that it is running and should not let the computer hibernate. This feature is recommended when
configured as a remote node because of the lack of any mouse or keyboard activity while operating.
Show Tool Tips:
When enabled each individual control will produce a helpful popup describing its purpose. Due to it sometimes interfering with mouse clicks, it is recommended that
this feature be disabled once you feel comfortable with all aspects the program.
Video Codec Settings:
Displays the properties dialog for the installed LAV video decoder.
Audio Codec Settings:
Displays the properties dialog for the installed LAV video decoder.
Closed Caption Text Setting:
Displays the properties dialog for the installed LAV splitter.
NOTE: Use this link to learn more about tweaking any of the codec settings: http://www.codecguide.com/faq.htm
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Default Clip Storage Path:
Establishing a default file store path is mandatory, hence why the very first time AV-Playback is started from a new install, a folder browser appears. A default folder
should be selected before trying to open or create a playlist. Once one has been established you are still free to deposit and retrieve files from any other location.
However anytime a file browser is opened it will always use the default folder as its starting point. The default folder is especially necessary when setting up a
backup or remote node infrastructure. Each will employ automated functions such a media file transfer as well as depositing playlists where the app can find them.
Default Background Image Path (Optional):
Use this to open a file browser and establish the image file used as default when adding a music file to a video playlist.
NOTE: Once the music clip is added to the playlist you can change its individual image file at any time.
Default Audio Output (Optional):
Clicking will reveal a sub menu containing a list of installed audio playback devices on the local computer. Windows does allow a user to set the system default
audio device, AVP will use the system default if it isn’t overridden with this property.
Enable External Device Listener:
Clicking will reveal two network protocol options (UDP and TCP). When one is selected AVP will open a network socket that enables control from an external
device. Click here to learn more.
Connection Manager:
Open the connection manager window.
NOTE: This option is only enabled when the local workstation role is set to 'Master'. Click here to learn more.
Workstation Role:
Clicking this reveals a sub menu listing the four operational roles the local workstation takes on. Click here to learn more.
Backup Sync Delay:
Clicking will display a simple input dialog box. There you can type in the amount of delay time (milliseconds) used to stager the start clip command between a
Master workstation and an attached 'Backup Slave'.
Remote Screen Selection (Remote node only):
Clicking will bring up the ‘Display Output Selection Tool’ allowing you to choose which available screen and audio output is used when playback is activated by the
'Master Node'. If no selection is made AVP will automatically choose the first available destination and the workstation’s default audio device.
NOTE: This feature is only visible when workstation role is set to ‘Remote Node’.
Remote Gain (Remote node only):
Use the track bar below to adjust the audio output gain of the ‘Remote Node’.
NOTE: This feature is only visible when workstation role is set to ‘Remote Node’.

SEE ALSO
Playlist Control
Understanding Playlist Types
Understanding Workstation Roles
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Playlist Control

At the heart of AV-Playback is the Playlist control. It is from this control that all primary functions are performed.

Open Button

Browse and load an existing playlist file. If the control already has playlist open, this action will close that file first before loading the selected one.
New Playlist

Use this to create a new blank playlist. It will open browser window enabling you the name the new file and select where it will be saved. As with ‘Open’, if
the control already has playlist open, this action will close that file first before loading the new one.
Add media Clip

Once a playlist is opened this button will be enabled. Use it to choose the desired media clip and add it to the list.
Select Output Screens

Clicking will bring up the ‘Display Output Selection Tool’. Use it to select which available video and audio output will be owned by the playlist.
NOTE: Only one playlist can be attached to a destination at a time. When the playlist is closed it will release ownership of that destination, this
allows other playlists to assume ownership.
Clear Selected

This will clear the selection of all media clips. Any that were selected for ‘standby’ or ‘in the gate’ will be purged from the video engines memory.
Edit Mode

To edit certain details of a media clip, this must be enabled. When enabled you can double click and on either the clip’s title, fade rate, link delay time and
the punch in or out time to manually edit those properties.
NOTE: While enable you will not be able to select any clips for standby.
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Temporary Hold/Freeze

When enabled a playing clip will pause and remain visible at its punch out time point and will remain there until the ‘End’ button is pressed.
This feature overrides any of the clips individually enabled functions such as, Fade, Link, Repeat and Hold. Once the ‘End button is pressed,
the clip will return back to its starting point and this feature will become disabled.
Temporary Loop

When enabled a playing clip reaching its punch out time point will automatically return to the punch in point and begin to play again. This
looping action will continue until the ‘End’ button is pressed. This feature overrides any of the clips individually enabled functions such as,
Fade, Link, Repeat and Hold. Once the ‘End button is pressed the clip will return to its starting point and this feature will be disabled.
NOTE: Both Temp Hold and Temp Loop can be enabled prior to the start of a clip.
Auto Clip Start

When checked a clip will automatically begin playing as soon as it is selected. This also applies to selections generated when pressing the Previous or Next
buttons.
Previous & Next

Click to select for standby, either the clip before or after the currently selected standby clip. If there isn’t one selected it will go from the one in
the gate. If none are selected it will begin at clip number one.
Goto Time

Clicking any one of the four will instantly reposition the clip to either 60, 30 20 or 10 seconds before the clips punch out time. If clip is playing
when pressed it will remain playing even after it is repositioned.
Transport Controls

These should be self-explanatory but there are a few details that need to be discused:
• ‘End’ will stop play and automatically blank the video output as well as return the clip back to its starting position.
• ‘Pause’ is a toggle. When paused the ‘Start’ button will be disabled you must click the ‘Pause’ again to resume play.
• ‘Start’ will always begin play at the clips punch in point. If the clip’s current position as been manually moved it will automatically be in a
paused condition, so if wanting to start from the
manually adjusted point, you will need to click the ‘Pause’ button instead.
Time Display Restraints

This controls the points used to calculate the clips position timecode display. When enabled (blue) time measurement will be from within the
boundary’s set by the punch in and out points. If disabled (gray) time is calculated using the clips native start and end points no matter what
the punch points are set at.
As an example, let’s say the punch in point is set to trim off the first 3 seconds and the ‘Display Direction’ is set to show elapsed time. Now
when the clip’s current position is sitting at the punch in point of 3 seconds, the display will show the time as being zero (00:00:00:00.) Play
time will increment up from that point. This helps you to keep track of your actual running time.
Now if the punch out point has been set to trim off the last 4 seconds of the clip and the current display direction is to count down… When the
current position is at the punch out point the display would also be showing zero. This helps to keep the operator’s count down call out to the
director accurate.
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Timecode Display

Count down mode.

Elapse time mode

Time Display Direction

These two separate buttons control the counting direction of the current clip position. When the down arrow is red, the display is counting down to zero.
Conversely, when the up arrow is green then the display is counting up from zero.
The color of the time display will also change. It will be red when counting down and green when counting up.
Timeline

The timeline control gives a graphical display of the clip’s overall length. The hash marks are automatically scaled based on the clips total
length. Their placement interval on the line is approximately one second for each small mark and five seconds for the larger. For long running
clips, the interval will change to reflect minutes instead.
The track bar icon along with green scrub line, moves to reflect the play head’s current position. The small timecode display on top of the scrub
line will always show the actual position within the clip’s native extents, regardless of current punch points.
By clicking on and dragging the trackbar icon you can manually set the current position of the play head. When doing so, a small preview
window will appear showing the video frame in that position. As you move the control, the preview window will follow and continually refresh
itself with the correct frame. Once you let go the preview window will disappear

You can also simply hover the mouse cursor over the track bar and then use the mouse’s scroll wheel to move its position. Either can be done
even while the clip is currently playing.
Punch Time Slider

This pair of controls give a visual representation of the current punch in and out times. Anytime either of the two setting are changed via
either typing the time in manually within the clip’s own properties or when changed using the ‘Preview Control’, these marks will reposition
themselves.
By clicking on either with the left mouse button and holding, you can drag them to a new desired point. While doing so, a small preview window
will appear showing the video frame in that position. Once you let go that position will be locked in and the preview window will disappear.

As you move the control, the preview window will follow and continually refresh itself with the correct frame.
Any changes are saved immediately. You can even do this while the clip is playing
Clip Data Fields

When the clip in standby is moved to program, its title appears here. The ‘Standing By’ text label will become blank until another clip is placed in
standby.
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The data fields contain perinate information as well as user functions.
Clicking most anywhere within the row will select the clip and place it into standby, with the, exception of its checkboxes (Fade, Link, Loop &
Hold). Clicking these only effects, a direct change to that function’s current state.
Once the clip is selected the row’s back color will become yellow. This signifies the clip has been loaded into the video engine’s memory, and is
now ready for play.
When a standing by clip is instructed to play, it is now considered “In the gate” and the back color will turn to red.
If you left click and hold you can then drag that clip and all it settings to any other index position within the list.
To edit certain properties, ones that requires the need for direct typing of a value, will first require you enable the ‘Edit’ button. When ‘Edit’ is
enabled you will be unable to select a clip for standby, instead mouse clicks are treated as a request to edit a particular field.

TIP: Right clicking on any row will cause a small popup preview window to appear, which contains a thumbnail of a video frame at five seconds
in. This time value is fixed and cannot be changed.
Clip Index Number

Use this number when selecting a clip via a keyboard short key, (CTRL + Clip index number.)
Preview Control

Pressing this will launch a new Preview Control loaded with the selected clip.
NOTE: If you are using a playlist that is audio only, this grid column will appear.
Background Image Select

If the clip is a music or audio only clip this icon will appear in the place of the Preview Control icon. When clicked a file browser will appear.
Use the browser to select the still image file you would like displayed on the video output while the clip is playing.
NOTE: If you are using a playlist that is audio only, this grid column will not even appear.
Clip Title

Displays the clip’s current title. By default, the title is the file name for the clip. This field can be changed by enabling the ‘Edit’ button, double
clicking on the cell and then type in a title you prefer.
Clip Total Duration

This field shows the clips full native running time.
Auto FadeSettings

Each video or audio clip can be configured to perform a gentle fade in and out. By default, each new clip added will have this feature enabled
along with a 500-millisecond fade duration. This feature can be enabled or disabled at any time, even while the clip is playing. However, to
change its fade rate you must first enable the ‘Edit’ button, then double click on the text field to type in a new value.
Note: This value cannot be empty, it will only accept values of 100-milliseconds or greater.
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Link & Loop Settings

Link:
Any clip can be linked with another. When one clip ends the next one will begin to play automatically.
To create a link, both clips their Link enabled. It is not required to have any of the linked clips next to one another in the list but the link flow is
from top to bottom, so consider that when determining a sequence.
Del(ms):
If you wish, a delay of the next clip’s start can be implemented. By default, this vale is ‘0’.
To edit the value, first enable the ‘Edit’ button and then double click on the text field to type in a new value. This delay value must be set on the
clip receiving the linked start. This way you can customize the delay value separately for each linked clip.
Loop:
As with the link any individual clip can also be repeated automatically. When this is checked, the clip will loop continually until the ‘End’ button
is pressed.
The same delay value can be applied to the end of each iteration if you do not wish to perform a “seamless loop”.
NOTE: By default, it is understood that when the loop is used, it will be seamless. When first checked the ‘Fade’, Link and ‘Hold’ features will be
disabled. This strategy is helpful if you are instructed to loop the clip after it has already begun playing. Once it has been checked, you can reenable the ‘Fade’ and/or adjust the loop’s delay time.
There however one exception to this rule… The disabling of those of those other features will not occur if the clip already has its ‘Link’ enabled
and is part of a sequence of linked clips,
Looping Linked Clips:

A sequence of ‘linked’ clips can also be looped. If the last linked clip has its ‘Loop’ enabled, then when that clips ends the first linked clip will
begin playing. This entire sequence will continue until the ‘End’ button is pressed.
Clip Hold

Like the ‘Temporary Hold’ function, when checked, each time the clip played it will pause/freeze right at the punch out point and remain visible
until the ‘End button is pressed’.
NOTE: Enabling this will automatically disable the ‘Fade’, ‘Link’ and ‘Loop’ functions.
Clip Properties

These fields display more of the clips properties. Native resolution the clip was rendered at, frame rate and its bit stream size.
TIP: The bit stream size is a property you need to pay close attention too, for it is the main reason for a clips possible rough playback
performance. Our tests have shown that on an average quality pc, the bit stream size should not exceed 400 megabytes. Of course these
assessments may vary from computer to computer but you should think of this limit as a good rule of thumb.
Punch/Set Time Points

These show the current punch in and out timecode points. By default, when a clip is added to the playlist these will show the clips native
extents. You can edit these directly by fist enabling the ‘Edit’ button and then double click on either, then you proceed to type a timecode point
in manually. Click enter when done.
NOTE: When manually entering a value you must adhere to the standard timecode format, insuring that the colons appear between each element
of time, (hh:mm:ss:ff).
Info Button

Clicking this will display window with a detailed information of the selected clip’s properties.
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Trash Button

Click to remove clip from playlist.
Focus Indicator

If there are multiple active playlists control visible, then it is important to track which one has keyboard focus when issuing commands via
either the keyboard or with the MCS5 Control Surface. Only one can receive commands at a time. The playlist that has this red line visible
across the top, indicates that is the one with keyboard focus.
NOTE: To change focus simply hover the mouse cursor over the playlist control or issue the SHIFT + TAB short key command.
Audio Level Meter

Actively displays current audio amplitude levels.
Audio Gain

Use to adjust current audio output gain.
NOTE: These settings are saved to each clip separately. This aids the operator in leveling the overall output gain for the whole playlist.
Standing By Clip Title
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Once a clip is selected for standby its title will appear here.
Selecting a clip for standby is simply performed by clicking anywhere within the clip’s row, except for its checkboxes (Fade, Link, Loop & Hold),
this is because those properties can be set without enabling the ‘Edit’ button.
NOTE: If the ‘Edit’ button is enabled you cannot make a standby selection.
In The Gate Clip Title

When the clip in standby is moved to program, its title appears here. The ‘Standing By’ text label will become blank until another clip is placed
into standby.
Audio Mute

Click to mute current audio output. Click again to return output gain back the clips saved level.
Link Play

Another exclusive feature included, is the ability to link transport commands on all active playlists that have this feature enabled.
When playlists are linked, clicking on any of the standard transport controls, such as Start, Pause, End, Scrub and Time Out will cause the
exact same command to occur on the other linked playlists. This makes it possible to sync playback to multiple destinations simultaneously.

SEE ALSO
Preview Control
Understanding Playlist Types
Understanding Workstation Roles
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Preview Control

The preview control allows you independent access to any video clip within the current playlist. You can have as many these preview controls open
as you like. Each one is free to be positioned anywhere within AVP’s desktop. From this control, you can preview an entire clip without affecting the
program play of other clips in the playlist. You can also edit certain properties of the selected clip, but most importantly this is where any custom
geometry adjustments for a clip are made.

Preview Window

Timeline

This timeline is a simplified version of the playlist timeline and is operated in much the same way. It only gives you a basic ability to position the
preview’s play head, at the same time it provides a visual representation of that position.
Punch Out Time

This editable text box displays the clips current punch in time point. You are free to type in a new point directly.
NOTE: Any changes to either the punch in or out time is immediately saved in the playlist. This means even if the clip being previewed is also
currently playing in program, you can affect a change to its behave instantly.
Set In Position

Another method for setting the punch in point, is to use the timeline to come to the desired position and then click this button. The current 'In'
time will now be displayed and saved.
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Goto In Position

Clicking this will position the preview play head to the ‘Punch In’ time point.
Play Button

Play clip in the preview window
Pause Button

Pause previewed clip.
Mute Button

Left click this button to un-mute or mute the preview control’s audio output.

Right clicking on the will display a popup menu from where you can select which available audio output will be used. This makes it possible to
have a separate private output for previewing.
There is also a trackbar that enables adjustment the audio output gain.
Punch In Time

This editable text box displays the clips current punch out time point. You are free to type in a new point directly.
NOTE: Any changes to either the punch in or out time is immediately saved in the playlist. This means even if the clip being previewed is also
currently playing in program, you can affect a change to its behave instantly.
Set Out Position

Another method for setting the punch out point, is to use the timeline to come to the desired position and then click this button. The current
'Out' time will now be displayed and saved.
Goto Out Position

Clicking this will position the preview play head to the ‘Punch Out’ time point.

Geometry Controls:
Each of these controls will allow you to customize a clip’s visual geometry. All changes will be visible inside the Preview Window. If the current preview
clip is the same as the one currently in the playlist’s program output, these changes will also be visible in that output screen.
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NOTE: For each of the following controls, you can also type the value in directly its adjoining text box. You must click the Enter key on your keyboard
for the typed value to be taken.
Hide Geomerty Controls

When checked the preview control window will expand revealing the geometry controls. Uncheck the box to hide these controls.
Aspect Ratio Adjustment

By default, this will be set to the clip’s natively rendered aspect. Although you can use this to manually adjust its ratio.
NOTE: The ‘Maintain Aspect’ must be checked for this function.
Position & Size Adjustments

Use these to adjust the clip’s position and size.
NOTE: if the ‘Maintain Aspect’ is checked the Height adjustment will be disable but it will continue to show the current height as it relates to the
adjusted width divided by the aspect ratio.
Scale To Fit check

When this is checked you will be locked out from performing any aspect, position or size adjustments. Instead AV-Playback will automatically
scale the clip’s output to fit within the output resolution. It will also ensure the clip’s native aspect is maintained, even if ‘Maintain Aspect’ is
unchecked.
Maintain Aspect check

When checked and the ‘Scale To Fit’ is unchecked, the clip’s aspect ratio can be customized by using the ‘Aspect Ratio’ trackbar.
NOTE: If both ‘Scale To Fit’ and ‘Maintain Aspect’ are unchecked, then the aspect ratio value will become a result of any with and
height adjustments.
Crop Adjustments

Use these to adjust any required cropping panels needed to conceal portions of the video output. Values are in the percentage of the total
screen dimension.
Reset To Default

Click this to reset all values back to the clip’s default geometry.
Save Button
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To permanently save any geometry adjustments, you must click the Save button before closing the preview control.

SEE ALSO
Playlist Control
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Confidence Monitor

Every active video playlist will feature its own confidence monitor. By default, the window will appear to the right of the Playlist Control. Its height will match that of
the playlist control and its width reflect the aspect ratio of the assigned destination screen. Each monitor window can be resized and/or moved and anywhere to
suite your desired layout. You can even drag it on to an extra screen output. The location and size information is stored within the playlist file. Meaning that the next
time you load this playlist file, the confidence window will automatically return to the last position it was in at the time the list was closed.

Program Display

Displays in real time, the clip currently in the gate.
NOTE: Since the confidence monitor is only viewed by the operator and inorder to keep any undue stress on the video engine to a minimum,
less emphasis is placed on making sure the confidence monitor is maintaining a full steady frame rate. As a result, the frame rate can vary
depending on the total number of active playlists or if it is feed is coming from a remote node.
Preview Display

With this display, you can see the clip currently in standby. This view will disappear once the clip is taken to program (In the gate) or when there simply isn’t
any element in standby.
By default, when a standby selection is made, the window will show the clip at 5 seconds in. You however can change that time point, hover you mouse
cursor over the preview window and then roll the mouse wheel up to rewind and down to adjust it forward.
SEE ALSO
Playlist Control
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Display Output Selection Tool
This tool makes it easy to select the desired output for a given playlist.

Output Display Picker

The display picker automatically draws an individual icon representing a screen destination. Only destinations that qualify as an external output will be
displayed. The only one not shown is the one classified by the workstation, as the ‘Main Display’. AV-Playback will always reserve that one for its own user
interface. Do not confuse this with AVP’s ‘Primary’ designation, that is simply the apps way illustrating the one that is selected.
If a remote node is being employed and has been successfully connected, an additional icon representing its output will also appear. You can assign the
playlist to this output as if it was it were a local destination. Lean more about the differences, refer to Understanding Workstation Roles.
It is important to remember that AV-Playback is designed to be used event presentations and must have a separate remote screen available for it to
operate as a video player.
NOTE: An additional video output is not necessary when using as an audio only type player.
Selected Destination
To make a selection simply click once on the desired output with the left mouse button.

As illustrated the icon’s background color will turn color from gray to green if it is a local destination, or blue if it is a remote node destination. In either case,
the word “Primary” as well as the owning playlist’s title will become displayed.

NOTE: Only one screen can be selected at a time. To span across multiple outputs, you will need either an external device such a Data Path or
if your system’s display device driver support it, you can map the outputs together to obtain one large destination pixel space. In either case
Windows must see the combined outputs as one display.
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Available Audio Outputs

Use to select the desired audio output.
Cancel button

This will close the form witout saving any changes.
Save / Re-Configure button

Click this to save the necessary selections. Once this is done, a sequence of events will occur... First the window will close then the playlist will close but
then immediately reopen using the newly selected outputs. It would be wise no not perform these steps while a clip is playing in program.
NOTE: This button will only become enabled once a legitimate audio device output has been selected.

SEE ALSO
Connection Manager
Understanding Workstation Roles
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Connection Manager
This interface is only necessary when attempting to establish the network connection between a ‘Master’ and either a Backup node or a Remote Slave’. Refer to
Understanding Worksataion Roles to learn more.

Since only the 'Master' workstation can initiate and establish a connection, access to this tool is limited to Master nodes only.
Discovered Node

When the ‘Start Scan’ is enabled AVP will ping the network to find all active and available external nodes. When found, the node will send back information
necessary to complete a connection. This info is visualized with a line item appearing the data list.
Check the ‘Attached’ on any of the nodes you wish to connect. Connection will not actually occur until ‘Apply’ is clicked.
NOTE: You can connect to as many ‘Remote’ nodes as you wish but only one ‘Backup’ node can be connected at any one time.
Node Details

Here we can see the node’s network ID, its workstation role and IP address.
Available Output Screens

Along with the rudimentary info the discovered node will also relay back that workstations available output screens. You can use this drop down list to select
the desired output. As with the local Display Output Selection Tool, each screen’s pixel space is in order starting from the left of the systems ‘Main’ display.
Start Scan button

Click to begin scanning to local network for any available nodes.
Cancel button

Click this to close the control.
NOTE: If nodes were selected but failed to click ‘Apply’ first, no actual connection will occur.
Apply button
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Click to establish the working connection of all nodes selected by checking ‘Attached’.

SEE ALSO
Launch Control
Understanding Workstation Roles
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File Conversion Utility
Another key feature is the convenient file conversion utility. From this control, you can easily convert any video or music file to a format that may better suites you
needs.

Source File Path

Type in the location and file you wish to make a converted copy of.
Source Browser

Click here to display a file browser in which you can find and select the source file.
Conversion File type

Click to select the desired file type you want to convert to.
Available file types:
"AC-3"
"Audio IFF (AIFF)"
"raw PCM A-law"
"ASF"
"AST (Nintendo audio format)"
"Sun AU"
"AVI (Audio Video Interleaved)"
"Apple CAF (Core Audio Format)"
"raw DTS"
"raw E-AC-3"
"FFM (FFserver live feed)"
"raw FLAC"
"FLV (Flash Video"
"GIF"
"raw H.261"
"raw H.263"
"raw H.264"
"raw H.265"
"HAP (vidvox codec)"
"Matroska"
"raw MPEG-4 video"
"raw MJPEG video"
"QuickTime / MOV"
"MP4 (MPEG-4 Part 14)"
"MPEG-1 Systems / MPEG program stream"
"PCM mu-law"
"Ogg"
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"OMA (Sony OpenMG audio)"
"RM (Sony OpenMG audio)"
"SWF (Sony OpenMG audio)"
"WMV file (alias for ASF format)"

Destination File Path

Type in the location and file title you wish the converted copy to have.
Destination Browser

Click here to display a file browser in which you can use select the destination folder.
Begin Button

Click to begin the conversion process.
Abort Button

Click to abort the the currnet conversion.
Progress Bar

Displays the progress of conversion.
Progress Log

Displays a much more detailed analysis of the conversion process.
Close Button

Click to close the conversion utility contol.
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Keyboard Shortcuts
Operational Commands:
Shortcut
Command

Description

⬆ UP ARROW

Previous Clip

CTRL + (##)

Select Clip By Number

RIGHT ARROW

Advance Position

LEFT ARROW

Rewind Position

Rewind current position 1 frame. Hold key to
quickly repeat move.

ENTER

Start playback

Starts playback from starting point.

SPACE

Pause Playback

Function is a toggle. press again to resume.

ESC

End Playback

+

Increase Volume

Stops play and rewinds clip back to starting
point.
Increase current gain 1%.. Hold key to quickly
repeat.

-

Decrease Volume

Decrease current gain 1%.. Hold key to quickly
repeat.

M

Mute Audio

Function is a toggle. press again to un-mute.

C

Clear Selected

Clears the selection of all clips and closes any
open clips.

F1

10 Seconds Out

Advances current position to 10 seconds before
the end of clip

F2

20 Seconds Out

Advances current position to 20 seconds before
the end of clip

F3

30 Seconds Out

Advances current position to 30 seconds before
the end of clip

F6

60 Seconds Out

Advances current position to 60 seconds before
the end of clip

SHIFT + TAB

Select Playlist Control

Change focused playlist to the next one in order

CTRL + F1

Show Help

Display help window

⬇ DOWN ARROW Next Clip.

Select previous clip and place in standby.
Select next clip and place standby.
While holding down the control key, type the
row number of the clip you want to select. The
selection will occure once the control key is let
go.
Advance current position 1 frame. Hold key to
quickly repeat move.
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External Device Commands
To begin communicating with AV-Playback, first open the network listening port.

Select either to communicate via TCP or UDP. By clicking on either one, AVP will begin listening on port ‘7000’ for any command strings that match
the appropriate structure outlined below. Direct the transmitting device to send strings to the workstation IP containing AV-Playback. NOTE: Only one
port can be open at a time. Clicking either on the currently selected network type or the other available type will close the open port and in the case
that the other type was selected, that port will now open.
Control protocol is in simple ascii text strings and are not case sensitive. I do use in the following explanations a combination of upper and lowercase
characters, this is purely for clean document formatting.
Every command string needs to start with the prefix “AVP”, followed by playlist index (starting from 1) surrounded on each side with the pipe character
“|” .
Example: AVP|1|
Following the opening character string, proceed immediately with the command string. Some commands require an additional integer value. Separate
the command name and the number value with a comma “,”.
Load clip to standby: ‘LoadClip’ + ‘,’ + ## (clip row number)
Complete example to load clip number 3 in the first playlist: AVP|1|LoadClip,3
Start playing clip: ‘Start’ + ‘,’ + ## (operational flag)
Set the operational flag to ‘-1’ to start the clip currently sitting in standby. You can also use a clips row number to take clip straight to program,
bypassing the ‘LoadClip’ function. Note: There will a slight delay when taking a clip straight to program. This is due to the fact that it must still be
placed into standby first before it is executed to program.
Example to play clip in standby: AVP|1|Start,-1
Example to load clip number 8 and take it straight to program: AVP|1|Start,8
Stop clip: ‘Stop’
Complete example to stop clip: AVP|1|Stop
Pause clip: ‘Pause’
Complete example to stop clip: AVP|1|Pause
Note: The pause command is a toggle, simply send the command again to resume play.
Set current position: ‘SetPosition’ + ‘,’ + *timecode
*The current position is formatted as a timecode string (‘hh:mm:ss:ff’.)
Complete example to set clip position to 30 seconds and 12 frames: AVP|1|SetPosition,00:00:30:12
Advance to time out: ‘GotoTimeOut’ + ‘,’ + ## (operational flag)
Set the operational flag using numbers 1 to 4 (1=60sec, 2=30sec, 3= 20sec, 4=10sec)
Complete example to advance to 10 seconds out: AVP|1|GotoTimeOut,4
Enable Temp Hold: ‘TmpHold’
Complete example to stop clip: AVP|1| TmpHold
Note: The command is a toggle, simply send the command again to disable.
Enable Temp Loop: ‘TmpLoop’
Complete example to stop clip: AVP|1| TmpLoop
Note: The command is a toggle, simply send the command again to disable.
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MCS5 Control Surface

The MCS5 is our exclusive tactical control solution for the AV-Playback system.

This controller is purchased separately and not included with a standard license purchase. You can easily purchase one directly from our website.
Please visit http://www.ifelseware.com to place your order.
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Transport Controls

Jog Wheel

Use this heavy duty rotary encoder can be set to perform several different functions, first being its default, jogging through the frames of the
currently active clip. Second is to provide a tactical control of Crop and/or Scale functions.
For the clip to respond to jog commands the console’s function menu must be at ‘’Root’, or be in ‘Status’ mode. Also, the clip must already be
paused.
For each increment, clockwise the clip will advance one frame. Rotating counter clockwise steps it back one frame. If being used to adjust crop
panels, then one increment equals one percentage point, position and/or size each will equal one pixel.
NOTE: Since the affected change, nonmatter which function it is performing, is very small, you should reserve using this only when accurate
positioning is required. For best response, use slower movements when rotating the control.
Shuttle Buttons

Pressing either of the two small buttons flanking both sides of the jog wheel, will step the clip’s position by 1 second. Left for rewind, right for
forward.
Transport Buttons

From left to rightPrevious / Next: Click to select for standby, either the clip before or after the currently selected standby clip. If there isn’t one selected it will go

from the one in the gate. If none are selected it will begin at clip number one.

‘End’ will stop play and will automatically blank the video output and return the clip back to its starting position.
‘Pause’ is a toggle. When paused the ‘Start’ button will be disabled you must click the ‘Pause’ again to resume play.
‘Start’ will always begin play at the clips punch in point. If the clip’s current position as been manually moved it will automatically be in a

paused condition, so if wanting to start from the manually adjusted point, you will need to click the ‘Pause’ button instead.
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Run LED

This LED will glow whenever a clip is playing.

SEE ALSO
Function Buttons & Status display
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Function Menus & Status display

Status Button

Pressing the Status button again will return the display back the menu page that was being displayed.
Menu Button

Pressing this button will direct the display and its associated function button to return to the root menu.
Function Buttons

The exact purpose of each of the buttons are determined by which menu mode you are currently in. You will need to depress these buttons inorder to
perform a specified task within each sub menu

Status Display:

When the Status button is pressed the display will change and look like the image above.
The top row displays the title of the current clip in program.
The bottom row displays from left to right, current elapsed time, current play status followed by the countdown time.

Menu System:
Root menu:
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Across the top from left to right:
• PLYRS: Displays the ‘Player’ submenu.
• MUTE: Mutes the primary audio output.
• GEOM: Displays the ‘Geometry’ submenu.
• PUNCH: Displays the 'Punch In/Out' point submenu.
Bottom row:
• Each of the four buttons performs their respective position advance in seconds, to that point before end of clip.
Player Menu:

From left to right:
• <BACK: Returns to the previous menu branch.
• AUTO: When enabled, the selection of which playlist will respond to commands is determined by which one currently has keyboard focus.
• PLYR 1 through 6: When one is selected, console commands will be lock to the respective playlist, nonmatter if it as focus or not.
Geometry Menu:

Across the top from left to right:
• <BACK: Returns to the previous menu branch.

• SIZE: When selected the bottom row shows each of the four points for position and size. Select the one that you want to adjust when using
the ‘Jog Wheel’.

• CROP: When selected the bottom row shows each of the four cropping panels. Select the one that you want to adjust when using the ‘Jog
Wheel’.

• RATIO: When selected you can use the ‘Jog Wheel’ to adjust the Aspect ratio.
Bottom row:
• FIT: When enabled, all position and size will be automatically scaled to fit within the current output resolution.
• MTN: When enabled, the aspect ratio will remain locked to the clip’s native aspect ratio.
PUNCH Menu:
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<BACK: Returns to the previous menu branch.
P-IN: When enabled, using the jog wheel clockwise, each increment will increase the ‘IN’ point by one frame, clockwise will decrease it by one
frame.
P-OUT: When enabled, using the jog wheel clockwise, each increment will increase the ‘OUT’ point by one frame, clockwise will decrease it by
one frame.
The remaining buttons are inactive in this menu.
Across the bottom is the current punch in and out timecode points.

SEE ALSO
Transport Controls
Playlist Control
Preview Control
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